Introduction
============

The neural systems mediating declarative or explicit memory for facts and events in adults have been identified through convergent lesion and functional neuroimaging evidence. Medial temporal lobe (MTL) structures, including the hippocampus and surrounding perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices, are essential for the formation of new declarative memories. Bilateral MTL injury results in global amnesia, defined by an inability to form new declarative memories (Scoville and Milner, [@B42]; Zola-Morgan et al., [@B51]; Squire, [@B46]). Prefrontal cortex (PFC) is not essential for memory formation, but PFC lesions impair declarative memory for contextual details of an experience (source memory) (Schacter et al., [@B41]; Janowsky et al., [@B30]). Functional neuroimaging studies in healthy adults have found that greater magnitudes of PFC and MTL activation during encoding correlate, on a stimulus-by-stimulus or event-related basis, with successful memory formation as evidenced by accurate subsequent memory for scenes, words, and faces (Brewer et al., [@B3]; Wagner et al., [@B49]; Buckner et al., [@B4]; Davachi et al., [@B8]; Nichols et al., [@B35]).

Compared to the large knowledge about the neural correlates of memory in adults, little is known about the normal development of declarative memory systems from childhood through adulthood (Menon et al., [@B34]; Chiu et al., [@B5]; Ofen et al., [@B36]; Paz-Alonso et al., [@B38]). Behavioral evidence suggests that declarative memory develops from childhood through adulthood, and that development is most protracted for memory tasks that demand greater detail in recollection, such as remembering specific details of the context in which information was presented, relative to the information itself (Dirks and Neisser, [@B12]; Mandler and Robinson, [@B33]; Cycowicz et al., [@B7]; Billingsley et al., [@B2]; Ghetti and Angelini, [@B18]). The developmental distinction between different aspects of recognition memory may reflect two dissociable mnemonic processes; recollection, that includes specific knowledge of the details of the event, and familiarity, that may include less contextual details (Jacoby et al., [@B29]; Yonelinas, [@B50]). In a functional neuroimaging study of memory encoding for scenes in 8 to 24-year olds, development of successful memory encoding was associated with increased activation in PFC regions that were specifically associated with recollection (but not familiarity) for scenes (Ofen et al., [@B36]). In contrast, MTL regions were similarly activated across age. These findings suggested that the protracted development of recollection relative to familiarity could reflect protracted maturation of PFC relative to MTL functions supporting memory formation.

The lack of developmental changes for activations in the MTL in our previous study suggested that memory processes served by MTL are mature by the age of 8 years. This conclusion, however, contradicts other evidence that implicates prolonged maturation of MTL subregions. First, memory for high-level visual stimuli such as natural scenes and faces grows from childhood through adolescence into young adulthood (Diamond and Carey, [@B10]; Mandler and Robinson, [@B33]), and this development of memory ability has been associated with the development of cortical areas that are specialized for visual perception of scenes and faces (Golarai et al., [@B23]). Specifically, functionally-defined scene-selective parahippocampal cortex known as the 'parahippocampal place area' or PPA (Epstein and Kanwisher, [@B14]) grows in size from childhood through adulthood, and this growth in size correlates with recognition memory for scenes. These findings suggest that prolonged maturation of at least parts of the MTL ought to be associated with prolonged maturation of some aspects of memory for scenes. Second, post-mortem and structural imaging evidence indicates that PFC maturation appears to continue into late adolescence (Huttenlocher, [@B27]; Giedd et al., [@B19]; Gogtay et al., [@B21]; Sowell et al., [@B44]), but it also suggests continued development of MTL regions in the human brain (Giedd et al., [@B20]; Sowell and Jernigan, [@B43]; Sowell et al., [@B45]; Gogtay et al., [@B22]). These anatomical findings support the idea that PFC memory functions develop more slowly than MTL memory functions in the human brain, but also raise the possibility that functional developmental may occur in the MTL in the 8 to 24-year-old range.

Here, we examined the effect of visual scene complexity on three related issues. First, we tested whether scene complexity modulates the magnitude of brain activation in scene-perception regions. Second, we tested whether scene complexity effects undergo prolonged maturation. Third, we tested whether scene complexity influences the development of memory, and MTL functions associated with memory formation. Complexity of real-world scenes is represented by multiple dimensions including the quantity of objects in the scene (Oliva et al., [@B37]). When regularities are present in a scene, e.g., identical objects, the visual pattern is simplified by perceptual grouping (Feldman, [@B16]). Thus, a scene picturing a forest may depict many trees, but perceptual grouping allows the trees to be perceived as a single group. A scene picturing a typical living room or kitchen, however, may depict a variety of distinct objects. To account for the effect of grouping, we characterized scene complexity as the number of unique object categories in the scene. We hypothesized that processing more complex scenes will likely result in greater activations in scene-selective regions in the parahippocampal gyrus (PHG). We further hypothesized that processing of more complex scenes will have protracted maturation. These effects in turn may be associated with improvement in memory ability with age. Thus the third hypothesis tested here is that developmental effects of MTL functions associated with memory formation will be more pronounced for more complex scenes. Accurate recognition memory for more complex scenes may be limited in children who have an immature functionally-defined scene-selective PHG (Golarai et al., [@B23]). Children may not have the mature representational capacities needed for the encoding of detailed specificity found in more complex scenes. This less than optimal representation at encoding will then limit successful retrieval at test. Such an effect of complexity may have been obscured in the prior study (Ofen et al., [@B36]) because half the scenes were outdoor pictures with low visual complexity (trees, lakes, mountains, etc.).

We also examined whether a low-level visual property of the scenes, spatial frequency, influenced our findings because high-complexity scenes have higher spatial frequencies than low-complexity scenes. Neurophysiological (De Valois et al., [@B9]; Foster et al., [@B17]) and fMRI studies (Vuilleumier et al., [@B48]; Iidaka et al., [@B28]; Peyrin et al., [@B39]) suggest that information associated with different spatial frequencies is represented in different brain regions. We therefore measured the mean spatial frequency in each scene and examined whether spatial frequency influenced the effects of scene complexity on activations in regions involved in scene perception, the maturation effects in these regions and the influence of scene complexity on measures of memory formation.

We present the results of a reanalysis of previously published data (Ofen et al., [@B36]) that examined the normal development of activations related to successful memory formation, as measured by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), in healthy children, adolescents and adults from age 8 to 24. Participants viewed indoor and outdoor scenes during a scanned study phase. Afterwards, they received a recognition memory test with the previously studied scenes and new (foil) scenes. For scenes judged as having been seen at study, participants rated their memories as "remembered" (R responses which indicated a vivid memory accompanied by details of the experience) or "familiar" (K responses which indicated that participants *know* they have studied the scene, but that the memory was not accompanied by details of the experience). We coded all scenes for complexity, and reanalyzed the behavioral and imaging data to examine the effects of complexity. We tested the effects scene complexity on (1) activations in regions involved in scene perception (2) functional maturation in scene-perception regions, and (3) the development of memory formation via behavior and MTL activation.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Materials
---------

A total of 500 full-color photographs of natural scenes (250 indoor, 250 outdoor) were used, and randomly divided into ten lists of 50 pictures. Lists were counterbalanced across participants, such that all lists were presented equally often as study and test items across participants. The number of unique object categories for each scene was calculated as an index for scene complexity using the LabelMe image toolbox (Russell et al., [@B40]) (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A,B). Scenes that included three or fewer object categories were classified as low-complexity scenes, and scenes that included five or more object categories were classified as high-complexity scenes. Out of the 250 studied scenes, 103.7 ± 1.9 (mean ± SD) were low-complexity scenes, and 113.9 ± 4.4 were high-complexity scenes. Out of the 250 foils used in the unscanned recognition test, 103.3 ± 1.9 were low-complexity scenes, 113.1 ± 4.4 were high-complexity scenes. Scenes with four object categories were classified as mid-level complexity scenes (32.4 ± 6.0 studied scenes, and 33.6 ± 6.0 foils). Results are presented for the high- and low-complexity scenes.

![**Recollection memory for high-complexity, but not low-complexity, scenes improved significantly with age**. Examples of original scenes (left) and items in those scenes identified for complexity calculation (right) for **(A)** high-complexity scene and **(B)** low-complexity scene. Adjusted recollection rates (R~HIT~ -- R~FA~) (filled circles) and adjusted familiarity rates (K~HIT~ -- K~FA~) (open circles) for **(C)** high-complexity scenes and **(D)** low-complexity scenes plotted against the participants' age. Recollection for low-complexity scenes and familiarity for high- and low-complexity scenes did not change reliably with age.](fnhum-04-00021-g001){#F1}

To characterize the spatial frequency for each scene, the power spectrum of the scene was calculated by performing a 2D discrete Fourier transform on the image. The power spectrum can be modeled as a function of frequency *f* and orientation θ. The frequency distribution at different orientations in the image varies for different types of scenes (Torralba and Oliva, [@B47]). Here we considered eight different orientations: horizontal, vertical, and six oblique orientations. The power spectrum for each scene was fitted to a linear model at the frequency interval *f* = \[0.01 0.45\] cycles/pixel for each of the eight orientations θ = \[*0* π\]. The average slope and intercept of the fitted line for the 8 orientations were used to characterize the frequency distribution of the scene. High-complexity scenes had significantly higher spatial frequencies than low-complexity scenes \[*t*(432) = 3.43, *p* \< 0.001\]. We therefore included spatial frequency for each scene as a parametric modulator in the imaging data analysis to account for effects associated with spatial frequency ([fMRI data analysis](#s1){ref-type="sec"} section).

Participants
------------

Fifty-two volunteers, ages 8--24 years, were recruited from the Stanford University community and provided informed consent as indicated by a Stanford University IRB-approved protocol. All participants were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, with no history of psychiatric or neurological disorder. Data are presented for 46 participants (24 females). Two participants were excluded as a result of sustained image artifacts (male, age 12; female, age 10). In addition, four participants (males, ages 8, 11, 13; female, age 15) were excluded due to incomplete behavioral data.

Procedure
---------

Participants viewed 125 indoor and 125 outdoor scenes during a scanned study phase that was followed by a recognition memory test. During scanning, each picture was presented for 3 s with 1 s of inter-trial interval. Participants made "indoor" or "outdoor" judgments to each scene by pressing a button on the button box. Trials with incorrect or no responses were excluded from the analyses (error trials). The study phase was divided into five sessions, each with 50 scenes. After the scanning session, participants were given a self-paced recognition test of the 250 scenes studied during the scanning session and 250 new scenes. If the participant responded "old" to a scene, they were further asked to indicate if they "actually remembered" the scene (R) or if the scene "just looks familiar" (K). Adjusted memory accuracy was calculated by subtracting the false alarm rate ("old" responses to new pictures) from the hit rate ("old" responses to studied pictures). If a "new" response was given to a studied scene, the trial was classified as a "forgotten" trial (F).

MRI data acquisition
--------------------

MRI data were acquired in a 1.5 T GE scanner. Functional images were acquired in 24 slices parallel to the line connecting anterior and posterior commissures, with 2 s repetition time, 60° flip angle, 64 × 64 voxels, and 3.75 mm in-plane resolution.

fMRI data analysis {#s1}
------------------

Functional imaging data were analyzed in SPM5 (Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK). Images were slice timing corrected, motion corrected, spatially normalized to the T2 Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template, and smoothed with a 6-mm Gaussian kernel. Data were inspected for artifacts and motion using custom software (<http://web.mit.edu/swg/software/>). First-level analysis was performed with a general linear model (GLM) with regressors for six conditions of interest (R, K, and F trial types for low- and high-complexity scenes) and two conditions of no interest (trials from mid-level complexity scenes, and error trials, including trials when no response was recorded). Additional regressors accounted for head movement (three translation, three rotation parameters) and outlier scans (images in which average intensity deviated more than 3 SD from the mean intensity in the session or in which movement exceeded 0.5 mm or 0.01° from the previous image). For each participant, contrasts of different trial types were created from linear combination of the GLM regressors. These contrasts included (a) High \> Low complexity (for each level of complexity, activation for R, F, K conditions were combined) (b) R \> F high complexity and (c) R \> F low complexity. These contrasts were entered into a second-level random effects analysis to identify activations on a group level. In order to investigate age differences we conducted a whole brain regression analysis with age as a regressor of interest. Region of interest (ROI) in the posterior PHG was defined functionally as a region where activations increased with age in the contrast High \> Low complexity. We extracted contrast estimates of subsequent memory performance from the contrasts R \> F and K \> F for both high- and low-complexity scenes from this ROI. These extracted measures from all participants were tested for correlation with age. Unless otherwise mentioned, we report activations that survived a threshold of *p* \< 0.001 at the voxel-level, corrected at the cluster-level of *p* \< 0.05. In a second GLM model, spatial frequency of each scene was included as a parametric modulator for each condition to control for the effects of spatial frequency. The same conditions and regressors as described above were computed at the first-level analyses.

Results
=======

Behavior
--------

Across all participants, 50% ± 13 of studied high-complexity scene were later recognized as "old" (hit rate), and 52% ± 18 of studied low-complexity scenes were later recognized as "old". For new scenes presented at test (foils), 22% ± 16 of high- complexity scenes were falsely categorized as "old" (false alarm rate), and 22% ± 14 of low-complexity scenes were falsely categorized as "old". Across all participants, adjusted hit rate (hit rate -- false alarm rate) for high-complexity scenes (28% ± 13) did not differ from that for low-complexity scenes (30% ± 14) (*t*~(45)~ = 1.02, *p* = 0.31). Critically, the adjusted hit rate increased with age for high-complexity (*r* = 0.40, *p* = 0.006), but not for low-complexity (*r* = 0.11, *p* = 0.46) scenes. Thus, overall participants had similar memory accuracy for high- and low-complexity scenes, but memory accuracy improved with age only for high-complexity scenes.

Participants categorized as "remembered" (R~HIT~), 28% ± 12 of the studied high- complexity scenes, and 29% ± 15 of the studied low-complexity scenes. Participants had similar rates of falsely categorizing as "remembered" (R~FA~) high (5% ± 6) and low (5% ± 6) complexity foils. Across all participants, adjusted R rates (R~HIT~--R~FA~) for high-complexity scenes did not differ from that for low-complexity scenes (*t*~(45)~ = 1.41, *p* = 0.17). Adjusted R rates increased with age for high-complexity (*r* = 0.38, *p* = 0.009), but not for low-complexity (*r* = 0.16, *p* = 0.30), scenes (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C,D). The difference between the adjusted R rates of high- and low- complexity scenes increased with age (*r* = 0.27, *p* = 0.03; 1-tailed), suggesting that the age-related improvements in memory performance were more robust for recollected high-complexity scenes. Thus, overall, participants had similar memory accuracy for recollected high- and low-complexity scenes, but accuracy for recollected high-complexity scenes improved with age, whereas accuracy for recollected low-complexity scenes did not change with age.

Participants categorized as "familiar" (K~HIT~), 22% ± 9 of studied high-complexity scenes, and 22% ± 10 of studied low-complexity scenes. Participants falsely categorized as "familiar" (K~FA~) 17% ± 11 of high-complexity, and 17% ± 12 of low-complexity foils. Across all participants, adjusted K rates (K~HIT~--K~FA~) for high- complexity scenes did not differ from that for low-complexity scenes (*t*~(45)~ = 0.06, *p* = 0.95). Adjusted K rates did not change with age for either high-complexity or low-complexity scenes (\|*r*\|s \< 0.09, *ps* \> 0.56) (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C,D).

During the encoding task, participants were overall faster to respond to low-complexity scenes (1072 ± 275 ms) than to high-complexity scenes (1093 ± 287 ms) (*t*~(45)~ = 2.31, *p* = 0.03). Response times decreased with age for low- (*r* = −0.37, *p* = 0.01) and high- (*r* = −0.33, *p* = 0.03) complexity scenes. The difference between the response times for high- and low-complexity scenes, however, did not change with age (*r* = 0.14, *p* = 0.35). Response times decreased with age for R, K and F trial types for both high- and low-complexity scenes (−0.36 \< *r* \< −0.30, *p*s \< 0.04). The difference between response times for R and F trial types, however, did not change with age for either high (*r* = 0.12, *p* = 0.43) or low complexity scenes (*r* = 0.08, *p* = 0.60).

Imaging
-------

### Scene complexity effects

Across all participants, there were greater activations for high- than low-complexity scenes in occipital and posterior medial temporal lobe regions (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). To examine the effects of low-level visual properties of the scenes, we constructed a second GLM model in which the spatial frequency was included as a parametric modulator to account for the effects of spatial frequency of the scenes. The same clusters remained significant after the effects of spatial frequencies were accounted for.

###### 

**Activations for high- versus low-complexity scenes**.

                                                                             BA      *x*   *y*   *Z*   *T*    *\# voxels*
  ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------- ----- ----- ----- ------ -------------
  **HIGH \> LOW**                                                                                             
  Right                                 Posterior cingulate/precuneus        31      22    −60   20    9.64   3344
                                        Parahippocampal gyrus                19      30    −42   −6    8.19   
  Left                                  Posterior cingulate/precuneus        31      −18   −60   24    6.98   
  Left                                  Parahippocampal gyrus                19/37   −30   −42   −4    8.96   873
                                        Parahippocampal gyrus                35      −24   −28   −16   3.65   
  Left                                  Middle occipital gyrus               18/19   −26   −90   0     6.73   1347
                                        Lingual gyrus                        19      −26   −82   0     4.94   
  Right                                 Middle occipital gyrus               18      22    −88   −4    6.61   950
                                                                             18/19   34    −90   12    6.22   
  Right                                 Medial frontal gyrus                 11/10   6     52    −10   4.72   68
  Right                                 Middle/Inferior temporal gyrus       21      52    −6    −18   4.41   106
  Left                                  Precuneus/Superior parietal lobule   19      −32   −80   40    4.36   62
  **HIGH \> LOW, INCREASED WITH AGE**                                                                         
  Right                                 Parahippocampal gyrus                19      26    −54   −4    5.15   215
  Right                                 Middle frontal gyrus                 6       36    −2    42    4.73   78

*Coordinates (x y z) are based on MNI brain (Montreal Neurologic Institute). BA, Brodmann area; t, t value at peak voxel*.

### Development of scene complexity effects

A whole-brain regression analysis for High \> Low complexity with age as the regressor revealed age-related increases in activations in right posterior PHG and frontal cortex (BA 6) (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Activations in both of these regions remained significant after the effects of spatial frequency were accounted for.

### Development of scene complexity effects that are related to subsequent memory -- region of interest analysis

We further examined subsequent memory effects in the PHG region (26, −54, −4) in which activations for High \> Low complexity scenes increased with age (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis allowed us to relate developmental changes in processing of high versus low complexity scenes to developmental changes in subsequent memory.

![**Activations associated with successful memory formation for high- and low- complexity scenes in posterior parahippocampal gyrus**. **(A)** Axial brain image depicting right posterior parahippocampal ROI defined by increase in activation with age for high \> low complexity scenes. Image corresponds to MNI × coordinate 26. (B, C) Plots of correlations of the individual parameter estimates (PE) in the contrast R \> F for high- **(B)** and low- **(C)** complexity scenes (black, filled circles). Overlaid in red (open circles) are the individual parameter estimates extracted from contrasts R \> F for high- **(B)** and low- **(C)** complexity scenes after correcting for the scene\'s spatial frequency.](fnhum-04-00021-g002){#F2}

#### Development of subsequent memory effects for high-complexity scenes

Age-related increases in subsequent memory activations were found only for the contrast R \> F for high-complexity scenes (*r* = 0.44, *p* = 0.002). There were no age-related changes in subsequent memory activations for the contrast R \> F for low complexity scenes (*r* = 0.01, *p* = 0.94). Furthermore, there were no age-related changes for subsequent memory activations in the contrast K \> F for either high- (*r* = 0.02, *p* = 0.89) or low- (*r* = 0.04, *p* = 0.78) complexity scenes. The behavioral improvement in memory with age implied that with age, participants remembered more high-complexity scenes. We thus tested whether age-related increases in subsequent memory activations for high-complexity scenes merely reflect less statistical power to detect subsequent memory activation in younger participants. Age-related increases in subsequent memory activations for the contrast R \> F for high-complexity scenes remained significant when recognition accuracy (adjusted R rates) was accounted for (*r* = 0.35, *p* = 0.02), and when the number of remembered high-complexity scenes was accounted for (*r* = 0.40, *p* = 0.007). These results suggest that the age-related increase in subsequent memory activations in the right posterior PHG for high-complexity scenes is not the result of reduced statistical power to detect activations in the younger participants, but rather that with age, increased activations for high-complexity scenes, compared to low-complexity scenes, contributed to improvement in memory for high-complexity scenes.

#### Development of subsequent memory effects for high-complexity scenes is not affected by low-level visual properties of scenes

We extracted subsequent memory activations in the same PHG ROI described above (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, red open circles) from results obtained with a second GLM model that took into account the effect of a low-level visual property of the scene, spatial frequency. Similar to results presented above, age-related increases in subsequent memory activations in the PHG ROI were only found for the contrast R \> F of high-complexity scenes (*r* = 0.44, *p* = 0.002). There were no age-related changes in subsequent memory activations for the contrast R \> F of low-complexity scenes (*r* = 0.04, *p* = 0.79). Thus, controlling for spatial frequency did not change the pattern of result in age-related changes in subsequent memory activation, suggesting that these effects were driven by the high-level scene property (image complexity) rather than a low-level visual property (spatial frequency).

### Subsequent memory effects as a function of scene complexity

Subsequent memory for remembered scenes were investigated separately for high- and low-complexity scenes by comparing activations for remembered and forgotten scenes (contrast R \> F) (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Across all participants, activations for subsequent memory of high-complexity remembered scenes were located in large bilateral posterior clusters spanning the middle occipital cortex, extending ventrally into the middle temporal, fusiform and parahippocampal gyri, and dorsally into the precuneus and superior parietal lobule, and in several PFC regions. There were age-related increases associated with subsequent memory for high-complexity scenes in several regions, including right posterior PHG (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

**Subsequent memory activations for remembered scenes**.

                                                                                              BA   *x*   *y*   *z*   *T*     *\# voxels*
  ----------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ---- ----- ----- ----- ------- -------------
  **R \> F (HIGH)**                                                                                                          
  Right                                     Precuneus                                         7    24    −76   40    6.95    3398
                                            Middle temporal gyrus                             37   42    −56   −8    5.81    
                                            Precuneus                                         19   34    −88   24    5.45    
  Left                                      Parahippocampal gyrus                             19   −34   −56   −6    6.12    2755
                                            Middle occipital gyrus                            19   −36   −80   2     6.06    
                                            Hippocampus                                            −30   −30   −14   5.60    
  Right                                     Posterior cingulate                               29   20    −56   20    5.19    316
  Left                                      Precuneus                                         7    −22   −72   54    4.01    84
                                            Superior parietal lobule                          7    −22   −66   46    3.84    
  Right                                     Inferior frontal gyrus                            9    44    12    28    3.92    100
                                            Middle frontal gyrus                              9    58    16    34    3.41    
  **R \> F (HIGH), CORRELATION WITH AGE**                                                                                    
  Right                                     Cerebellum                                             2     −52   −26   4.08    96
  Left                                      Cerebellum                                             −12   −50   −28   3.97    
  Right                                     Cuneus                                            18   28    −88   24    4.03    108
  Right                                     Parahippocampal gyrus[\*](#tfn1){ref-type="fn"}   19   24    −52   −6    4.00    60
  **R \> F (LOW)**                                                                                                           
  Right                                     Fusiform gyrus                                    37   38    −44   −14   11.07   8654
                                            Precuneus                                         19   28    −76   38    9.70    
                                            Superior occipital gyrus                          19   36    −84   28    9.01    
  Left                                      Middle occipital gyrus                            18   −28   −92   10    8.72    7350
                                            Middle occipital gyrus                            19   −32   −80   16    7.99    
                                            Middle occipital gyrus                            19   −38   −82   8     7.60    
  Right                                     Inferior frontal gyrus                            9    52    10    32    7.32    660
                                            Inferior frontal gyrus                            9    44    10    26    6.82    
                                            Middle frontal gyrus                              46   54    24    28    3.99    
  Left                                      Inferior frontal gyrus                            9    −44   6     32    5.93    642
                                            Middle frontal gyrus                              9    −52   8     40    4.65    
                                            Precentral gyrus                                  6    −50   0     52    3.51    
  Left                                      Middle frontal gyrus                              11   −38   36    −14   4.89    172
                                            Inferior frontal gyrus                            47   −50   38    −6    3.95    
                                            Inferior frontal gyrus                            47   −48   20    −8    3.89    
  Left                                      Inferior frontal gyrus                            46   −46   32    14    4.83    172
  Right                                     Inferior frontal gyrus                            46   42    36    10    4.64    125
  Left                                      Superior frontal gyrus                            6    −6    16    60    4.59    173
  Right                                     Postcentral gyrus                                 8    6     12    64    3.36    
  **R \> F (LOW), CORRELATION WITH AGE**                                                                                     
                                            None                                                                             

*\*p = 0.06 (cluster-level)*.

Subsequent memory activation for low-complexity remembered scenes across all participants were found in locations similar to those found for remembered high- complexity scenes, (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). These activations, however, did not change with age. Thus, activation in right posterior PHG, an MTL subregion, increased with age for subsequently remembered high-complexity, but not low-complexity, scenes (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![**MTL activations associated with successful memory formation (R \> F) for children, adolescents, and young adults, for high-complexity scenes (top), and low- complexity scenes (bottom), scenes**. Activation maps are overlaid on standard T1 image (for display purposes, *p* \< 0.005, uncorrected, *T* value scale presented on the right). Children, *n* = 16, 8 male, mean age 10.7, range 8--12 years of age; adolescents, *n* = 16, 8 male, mean age 15.9, range 13--17 years of age; adults, *n* = 14, 7 male, mean age 21.3, range 19--24 years of age. This three-group stratification is illustrative, but statistical analyses were conducted with age as a continuum.](fnhum-04-00021-g003){#F3}

We also examined subsequent memory for correctly recognized old scenes that were given "familiar" responses (contrast K \> F). Across all participants, the K \> F contrast was associated with activations in posterior regions. For high-complexity scenes, K \> F contrast identified activations in the PHG, middle occipital gyrus, and fusiform gyrus. For low-complexity scenes, K \> F contrast identified activations in the middle temporal gyrus and middle occipital gyrus. Activations in regions responsive to K \> F did not change with age for either high- or low-complexity scenes.

Discussion
==========

We found three major influences of scene complexity on human brain function. First, activations in a posterior network including the posterior PHG were greater for high-complexity than low-complexity scenes. Second, the difference in activations for high-complexity versus low-complexity scenes in right posterior PHG grew in magnitude with age. Third, activations in the same right PHG region that were associated with successful memory formation grew with age for high-complexity but not low-complexity scenes. Therefore, functional maturation of right posterior PHG may play a critical role in the development of high-level perception and long-term memory for high-complexity scenes.

Image complexity drives posterior PHG response
----------------------------------------------

The finding that posterior PHG activation was greater for high-complexity than low-complexity scenes can be related to ideas about how scenes are represented in posterior PHG. In the present study, scenes were categorized by complexity, but there was a strong correlation between the indoor/outdoor and high-complexity/low-complexity characteristics of the scenes (i.e., if we had analyzed our data with indoor/outdoor factor, we would have found developmental relations between PHG activation and recollection for indoor scenes). Posterior PHG bilaterally is more active when viewing indoor than when viewing outdoor scenes (Henderson et al., [@B25]), suggesting it may prefer certain types of scene stimuli to others. One explanation for greater posterior PHG activations for indoor scenes is that this region encodes spatial layout information that is primarily defined by the geometric structure in the scene (Epstein and Kanwisher, [@B14]; Epstein and Ward, [@B15]). The geometric structure of indoor scenes is more prominent than that of outdoor scene because they include fixed background elements such as walls and windows. However, posterior PHG is also more activated when participants view indoor scenes that contain more rather than fewer objects (Bar et al., [@B1]), suggesting that the posterior PHG activations observed in our study are not fully explained by the indoor characteristics of the high-complexity scenes. Furthermore, in our and most other studies, the outdoor scenes are nature scenes. If urban or other scenes had been included, then many outdoor scenes would have been high in complexity. Further studies are needed to determine which of these scene dimensions is more relevant for activations observed in posterior PHG.

Since measures of high-level visual properties, such as our measure of scene complexity, tend to correlate with low-level visual properties, such as spatial frequency, we tested if the effects of scene complexity were confounded by low-level visual properties of the scenes, spatial frequency. The activations in PHG remained higher for high-complexity scenes compared to low-complexity sense after spatial frequency was statistically controlled, which indicates that the PHG response was driven by a high-level visual property of complexity (number of unique item categories) rather than a low-level visual property (spatial frequency) of the scenes.

Functional maturation of scene-complexity perception
----------------------------------------------------

We found a major developmental influence on the neural correlates of scene-perception that was dependent on scene complexity: scene complexity did not influence the level of activation in posterior PHG in children, but became more pronounced in older participants, suggesting that the specific manner in which posterior PHG supports scene representation undergoes prolonged maturation through young adulthood. There is evidence of maturation in scene-selective regions in the left posterior PHG region (parahippocampal place area, PPA), as evident by larger extent of these regions in adults (Golarai et al., [@B23]). Scene-selective regions were defined in that study as those that were more active for scenes than for other visual categories (such as objects and faces). In our study, we identified regions in the posterior PHG that were more active for high-complexity scenes than low-complexity scenes. These different approaches of identifying posterior PHG activations that relate to scene processing may account for the different lateralization in the developmental effects that are found across the studies.

Scene complexity may be an important dimension in the maturation of scene processing in the brain. High-complexity scenes include more geometric configurations than low-complexity scenes, suggesting that maturational effects may be specific to the processing of geometric configurations. Developmental evidence suggest that although processing of some aspects of geometric information, such as the shape of a room develops early in life (Hermer and Spelke, [@B26]; Lee and Spelke, [@B31]), processing of other aspects, such as geometric configuration of objects in space have protracted maturation (Gouteux and Spelke, [@B24]). It is possible that the processing of these geometric configurations in high-complexity scenes is limited in children.

An alternative explanation for the maturation of the scene complexity perception is that since high-complexity scenes contained greater numbers of objects, the increased experience with these objects in adults compared to children facilitates the processing of the high-complexity scenes. It is also possible that since high-complexity scenes contained mostly indoor scenes with man-made objects, whereas low-complexity scenes contained mostly outdoor scenes natural objects, the maturation effect of scene complexity perception may reflect our more innate ability to process natural objects/scenes versus man-made objects/scenes.

Developmental changes associated with forming memories for complex scenes
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The development of neural correlates of recognition memory for scenes depended on the visual complexity of the scenes. Recollection of high-, but not low-, complexity scenes improved with age. These improvements in the formation of detailed memory for scenes were associated with the functional maturation of right posterior PHG. Activations in right posterior PHG region were greater for subsequently remembered than forgotten scenes across all participants, indicating a role for this region in the formation of memory for scenes. Critically, however, activations in this region increased with age for subsequent memory of high-complexity but not low-complexity scenes.

A central question is what aspect of memory encoding changes with age with respect to scene complexity. In the present study, age was specifically associated with the formation of memories that supported subjectively vivid and detailed recollection of more complex visual scenes. Age was not associated with recollection of low-complexity scenes, or familiarity-based recognition of either high- or low-complexity scenes. The specific behavioral relation between age and recollection for high-complexity scenes was paralleled by activations in right posterior PHG that increased with age only for recollection of high-complexity scenes. Furthermore, these age effects in PHG, remained significant after spatial frequency was statistically controlled, which indicates that the age-related changes in MTL activations is driven by a high-level visual property of complexity (number of unique item categories) rather than a low-level visual property (spatial frequency) of the scenes. The convergence of behavioral and imaging findings indicates that the right posterior PHG plays a specific role in the formation of episodic memories that are contextually rich for complex materials.

Interpretation of the selectivity of the developmental influence on MTL-memory relations for high-, but not low-, complexity scenes is constrained by the specific manner in which we defined complexity in our analysis. We defined complexity by counting the number of unique object categories in the scene. The difference between high- and low-complexity scenes could be considered with respect to two perceptual dimensions that may differentially relate to proposed roles of MTL in mnemonic processes. On the one hand, more complex scenes may simply have more object categories and this increase in the sheer number of object categories results in increased demand for detailed representation. Alternatively, it is possible that complex scenes include more spatial relations among the objects and thus may result in increased demand to represent the relations among constituent elements of the scene. Encoding and retrieving detailed contextual information is thought to be supported by the posterior PHG subregions of the MTL, while the representation of relations among the constituent elements of scenes are thought to be specifically subserved by the hippocampus (Cohen et al., [@B6]; Diana et al., [@B11]; Eichenbaum et al., [@B13]). Although these two aspects of mnemonic processes may be complementary, here we show that the age-related effects are unique to the posterior PHG, suggesting that it is the ability to process more contextual details that changes with age. We did not find age-related changes in the hippocampus. The interpretation of the lack of developmental effects in the hippocampus is limited by the nature of the task and the specific stimuli we used. Further studies that manipulate relational memory construction can reveal whether hippocampal activations vary with age under more specific demands for relational memory processes.

The interpretation that immature MTL structure and function limit the episodic specificity of memory formation for complex visual material through development is consistent with several related lines of evidence. First, lesion evidence in the monkey suggests that the posterior PHG play a critical role in memory for relatively demanding associations (Malkova and Mishkin, [@B32]). In line with its role in supporting the representation of demanding associations, activations in posterior PHG are related to recollection and the encoding and retrieval of contextual information (Diana et al., [@B11]). Second, maturation in brain regions that support processing of scenes was related to memory performance (Golarai et al., [@B23]). Here, we were able to document a functional maturation in scene-selective regions and to show that this maturation is directly linked to improvement in recognition memory. This extends the previous findings by Golarai et al. ([@B23]) who correlated measures of the size of scene-selective regions with recognition measures that were taken in an independent session. Third, other evidence for functional changes in MTL contribution have been demonstrated during memory encoding and retrieval. One study of memory encoding showed that connectivity between MTL and PFC in the context of memory encoding changes with age (Menon et al., [@B34]). Two other studies found developmental changes in MTL activations for recognition memory of verbal material. Activations in anterior left MTL were associated differently with recognition of sentences in older versus younger children (Chiu et al., [@B5]), and with verbal memory retrieval in adults versus chidren (Paz-Alonso et al., [@B38]). Our analysis focused on the way in which processing of complex visual material may lead to better recognition. Our results are thus complementary to these previous findings and demonstrate that activations in posterior regions in the PHG increase with age when processing complex scenes and that these reduced activations in children may serve as a limiting factor for memory formation in children. Taken together, these findings suggest that protracted maturation in different subregions within the MTL may be evident depending on specific task demands. Future research is needed to determine the developmental trajectory of different subregions within the MTL.

Summary
-------

Scene complexity modulated activation in a network of regions that are typically involved in scene perception, including a subregion of the MTL, the posterior PHG. Activations in these regions were greater for high- compared to low-complexity scenes. Further, these scene complexity effects increased with age in the right posterior PHG, suggesting that this region undergoes functional maturation with respect to processing of high-complexity scenes. Finally, recollection for high-, but not low-complexity scenes improved with age; recollection for low-complexity scenes and familiarity for high- and low-complexity scenes did not change with age. Activations associated with subsequent memory in the right posterior PHG increased with age for high-, but not low-, complexity scenes. Thus, functional maturation of the PHG appears to be important both for the high-level perception of high-complexity scenes and for the formation of detailed recollection for those scenes. The prolonged functional maturation of this PHG region extends from childhood into young adulthood, and its functional immaturity may limit children and adolescents from forming the detailed and enduring memories for high-complexity scenes that are formed by adults with mature PHG function.
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